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Abstract 
In  education system,  Republic of Kazakhstan there is a dynamic professional development of  teacher. Which is 
one of leading subjects issue  of education quality at school.  As Minister of Education pointed, for independence 
years of our country in  education system were carried out a lot of reforms, a number of essential results were 
reached. Hovewer, we came to understand and matured enough to fundamentally solve main  objective – an issue of 
teacher qualification. This is a key element of new education quality. 
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1. Introduction 
Today education is inconceivable without an innovation;  unity create the unique social development mechanism 
of the state development resource itself. However, the educational community in this situation to create a new 
formation subject teacher having skills of innovation activity in studying of single discipline as a methodological 
component of  training. Thereby subject teachers, implementing innovation activity in training of their discipline, 
engaged in training of specialists at the first levels of their continuous education (pre profile and profile preparation 
of school students), forming the human capital, Republic of Kazakhstan and being a part of this capital themselves. 
 
1.1. The analysis of scientific and pedagogical literature on this issue allowed to allocate several aspects: 
- modern subject teacher ideally is thought as the carrier of a pedagogical innovation, familiar with traditions and 
newtrends in this spheres of knowledge; 
- modern subject teacher should possess an ability to prove conceptually his innovative activity; 
- modern subject teacher is a key figure in the solution is one of the main objectives of an education system - 
training is  new generation, capable to live in a common educational space where education should be directed on 
the development of the creative personnel; 
- modern subject teacher should direct his innovative activity on spiritual and moral development of young 
generation, formation  of his qualities that correspond to the representations  true humanity, of kindness and cultural 
usefulness in the perception of the world. 
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2.2. In methodological component of  competence model of new formation teacher (Sarybekov M. N. [3]) it is 
possible to allocate a part of the competences defined by him that the subject teacher should possess and that are 
consistent with the established criteria of subject teacher innovation activity: 
-  Readiness for the organization of integrated teaching and educational process in educational institution; 
 - Readiness for design of teaching and educational process in educational institution; 
-  Readiness for innovation activity in his subject field; 
-  Ability to a reflection, self-control and correction of process and result of pedagogical activity; 
-  Readiness for performance of research activity. 
 
 
2.3. What should be a model of the subject teacher possessing skills of  innovative activity? 
Morzabayev R. B., etc. offer a model of subject teacher retraining to the innovative activity, based on a 
principle of compliance of quantity and level of professional knowledge to the level of the subject teacher 
qualification. They consider that knowledge development process, teachers are capable to seize , should be 
considered on  ascending progression (psychological aspect of study process): 
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Authors of retraining program to innovation activity of subject teachers include 5 
modules in the substantial block: 
Module 1. Model  innovation activity  competent a subject teacher.  
Module 2. Foundations of innovations theory in training of single discipline. 
Module 3. Innovations in training and innovation activity of a subject teacher. 
Module 4. Development   technology of educating as a real process.  
Module 5. Information and communicative support  innovation activity in training of the 
subject teacher. 
2. Conclusion 
The procedural block of proposed model for subject teacher retraining is constructed on a principle  interrelation of a 
reflection  each student over his training activity and assimilation  innovation activity methods in training of single 
discipline. In  reflection process students reveal contradictions in their training activity permission of which will 
lead them to innovations development in training of single discipline. For establishment of innovation status student 
has to   implement it formal representation. Formal representation - according to a fundamental assumption is 
training technology as a real process which is graduation work at this level of retraining to innovation activity in 
subject teacher training. 
Forms as a way of the procedural block implementation includes: lectures, methodical seminars, individual and 
group consultations, final conference. 
Opening access to import in Kazakhstan is important and gives opportunity to educate citizens using the best 
practices of the other education system. “(Abrazakova et all., 2012) In modern conditions of an education system 
transformation in the republic and it is approach to  international standards, in  conditions of 12-years education 
theory and practice development, the model subject teacher retraining to innovation activity, in our opinion, it takes 
on special significance, represents huge interest for pedagogical and scientific community. 
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